M100-5 KOHARU

User’s Manual(151218)
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Please open your parcel and check the main unit

！
Note

and accessories of the product immediately
upon receipt. If the products are delivered
damaged or with parts missing, please contact
our company or the distributor.

Introduction
Thank you for purchasing our product, “KOHARU.”
Read this user’s manual carefully in order to use the product for a long
time appropriately.
This product is closely checked before factory shipment. However, when
this product arrives, open it soon, and check if anything on the main unit
and accessories are missing or broken.
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Purpose
The following care training items can be performed:
・

Changing position

・

Bathing

・

Excretion including excrement from the anus

・

Oral care

・

Wheelchair assistance

Table of contents
１ Main unit

1 piece

２ Nightwear

1 suit

３

Baby Powder

1 bottle

1

2

3
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Precautions concerning handling
1.

Do not put the model on print including newspapers because it is made of silicon and will
easily become dirty or stained. Clean dirt from the skin by wiping it gently using neutral
detergents or alcohol-based chemicals.

2.

Do not use any permanent markers or inks on the model because they will be absorbed into the
skin and become impossible to remove.

3.

Carry the model with care. Waterproofing will be lost if it is damaged or torn.

4.

Handle the model softly without twisting the skeleton/joints forcibly or moving them beyond
the moveable range. Otherwise, it might be damaged or the bonded portion might peel off.
Moving a joint forcibly might damage the model.

1) Bend or revolve the wrist through the moveable range of the human joint.
Bending or revolving it excessively might lead to breakage of the joint.
2) Although the cervical segment can move back and forth as well as from side to side, do not
apply a force exceeding the moveable range.
3) Since the finger joints are created thinly and finely, handle them delicately within the
moveable range of human joints.
4) Make sure the mouse is wide open before removing or inserting dentures so that they do not
hit and damage the lips.
5.

If anything strange is detected when this model is being used, stop using it and notify the dealer
or us as soon as possible.
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6.

This product is a simulator for users to perform advanced training. Nonetheless, it does not
guarantee that a similar effect can be obtained by actual treatment.

7.

Note in advance that this product is subject to change without notice to improve it.

8.

If somewhere on the model is sticky, apply the accessory powder lightly.
Using the model without taking the necessary action might lead to breakage

Storage method
1.

After training ends, wipe off water well, and add a small quantity of baby powder.

2.

Wipe off water around the anus before storing the model because water easily remains there.

3.

When the model becomes dirty, wife off the dirt using a soft cloth with a neutral detergent.
After that, wipe the model with a cloth moistened with water, and dry it. Then, dust the model
with a small quantity of baby powder.

4.

Be careful as some silicon chemical may ooze and stain the nightwear if the model is stored
without removing it.

5.

Lay the model with each joint stretched before storing it.
If there is more than one model, store them one by one without piling them up.

6.

Do not store the model anywhere that is exposed to direct sunlight or is hot and humid.
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